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Abstract

This work deals with a novel piezoelectrically driven vibro-impact drilling tool which is designed to drill holes and take

rock samples in NASA’s future space missions. The drilling device consists of an ultrasonic transducer with a piezoelectric

stack, a free flying mass and a drill stem. Excited by the high-frequency vibration of the transducer the free mass oscillates

between the horn tip of the transducer and the drill stem. The shock waves in the drill stem caused by the impacts with the

free mass affect hard and brittle materials so effectively that small holes can be performed with extremely low additional

downforce and low power consumption. This paper provides measurements with a modified actuator which show an

irregular motion of the free mass. For further optimization two model approaches are investigated: the finite element

method and a discrete lumped parameter model. Each model is capable of predicting actuator’s parts motion similar to

measurements.

r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A piezoelectrically driven vibro-impact drilling tool called ultrasonic/sonic driller/corer [1] has been
developed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. The device is designed to drill holes and take rock samples
in NASA’s future space missions [2]. In addition other applications are mentioned, for example applications in
robotics [3] and utilizing for rock powdering [4]. The actuator is a simple three part design of a vibrating
transducer, a free mass and a drill stem (see Fig. 1). The transducer is piezoelectrically driven and performs
longitudinal vibrations in axial direction in the range of micrometres. For experimental investigations and
modelling a vibration amplitude of 15mm was chosen. In the centre of the horn is a small hole which is used
for linear guidance of a drill stem. A disc-shaped free mass with a hole slides along the drill stem between the
transducer tip and a shoulder on the drill stem. The function of the free mass can be described as a kind of
frequency transformation, since the high-frequency vibration of the transducer is transformed to low-
frequency impacts.

The tool has a couple of advantages which make it interesting especially for space missions. The tool design
is very simple and contains only a few moving parts. The weight is very low which is an extremely important
ee front matter r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Transducer Free Mass Drill Stem

Fig. 1. Ultrasonic/sonic driller/corer with disc-shaped free mass.
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aspect in consideration of transportation into outer space. The drill stem needs no cutting edge and therefore
no tool wear occurs. Another fact which punctuates the low maintenance is that no lubrication is necessary.
The actuator operates without rotation, hence bore holes with arbitrary cross sections are possible. The low
power consumption is the tool’s most important advantage. It has been demonstrated that a bore hole can be
carried out with a minimum power consumption of only 5W [2].

So far the drilling device has demonstrated its functional efficiency, but the complex nonlinear dynamics of
the actuator and the mechanism which is responsible for the drilling progress are not understood satisfactorily.
A systematic design of a tool with optimized drilling performance is therefore unfeasible until now.

The motivation for this work is to investigate if the actuator can be an appropriate drilling tool for
terrestrial applications. For this reason the actuator is analysed by means of models and investigated
experimentally. Besides recent experimental results the paper describes two model approaches and the
associated results.
2. Measurements

The construction with a disc-shaped free mass as described in the introduction has been investigated
experimentally in Ref. [5]. The impacts between free mass and transducer as well as between free mass and drill
stem has been logged over time by employment of an electrical contact detection circuit. A video of the
working actuator revealed that the free mass performs a significant wobbling action which makes the detailed
interpretation of the measured contact signal futile. Nevertheless some important conclusions could be drawn
which are also observed in the measurements presented in this section.

Since the wobbling action of the free mass is an unwanted effect the disc-shaped free mass was replaced by a
steel ball. In order to guide the ball along the axial direction the top of the drill stem is formed as a cylinder.
Fig. 2 shows the modified actuator. For motion observation of the free mass the tube has two elongated holes.

The transducer is clamped at the nodal point in the test rig shown in Fig. 3. The test rig is used to guide the
transducer as well as to apply downforces. The additional forces are applied by means of a weak spring
connected with a wire which is turned round in order to pull the transducer downwards. Transducer and drill
stem are made of steel, the ball is 8mm in diameter and is taken from a ball bearing. The transducer is driven
in resonance with a phase locked loop controller [6] realized with common laboratory equipment. The
resonance frequency is about 20.1 kHz. The vibration amplitude was about 15mm.

High-speed camera videos are used to pursuit the movement of transducer tip, free mass and drill stem by
point tracking. Fig. 4 contains diagrams for different downforces applied on the transducer. Diagrams (a), (b),
(c) and (d) correspond to 0, 3, 6 and 9N additional force. 0N means that only self-weight (� 300 g) due to
gravity is present. The dotted line depicts the movement of the transducer tip, the solid line represents the free
mass movement and the dashed line shows the motion of the impact surface of the drill stem. The measured
displacements do not contain the outer dimensions of the three bodies because they were eliminated from the
data before plotting. Therefore, all curves will show zero displacement when the three parts rest upon each
other.
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Transducer Free Mass Drill Stem

Fig. 2. Modified Ultrasonic/sonic driller/corer.

Fig. 3. Ultrasonic driller in test rig.
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Since the resolution of the camera is limited (128� 256 pixel at a frame rate of 9000 frames per second) and
moreover distinct rigid body movements in the millimetre range are superimposed the ultrasonic vibration of
the transducer tip is not visible though still present. First, the measurements reveal a distinct irregular motion.
It should be pointed out that this is a permanent irregularity and not due to a transient response before
reaching a steady state. As can be seen in the figures the transducer is catapulted a couple of millimetres
upwards and falls down again due to gravity and applied force. Because the drill stem is not pressed upon the
surface separately noteworthy motion of the drill stem is also present. With higher downforces the rigid body
motion of the transducer decreases while the frequency of the free flight periods raises. Besides the free mass
demonstrates more action when higher downforces are present. The typical parabolic free flight motion of the
transducer is sometimes changed due to impacts with the free mass.

The measurements were accomplished while the actuator was operating upon a force sensor. The measured
force signals are shown in Fig. 5 for the same four downforces mentioned above. Though the measured
contact force value is not directly related to material removal in the drilled rock it gives a good impression of
the mechanism responsible for drilling progress. If only self-weight is active the impact of the falling
transducer is the main mechanism. At highest downforce the free mass’s impacts with the drill stem will also
have a contribution to material removal.
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Fig. 4. Displacement of transducer tip, free mass and drill stem: (a) only self-weight, (b) 3N downforce, (c) 6N downforce, (d) 9N

downforce. � � � � � � transducer tip, ——– free mass, – – – – drill stem.
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3. Modelling

Currently, the effects of parameters like weight of the free mass, vibration amplitude of the transducer tip,
vibration frequency or transducer weight are unknown. Because optimizing the actuator for terrestrial
applications is the primary goal there is the need for developing models which allow parameter variations
easily. Many different classes of models for dealing with impact problems are known. A good overview can be
found in Ref. [7]. Since the drilling actuator is a complex device with three contact areas, the initial model must
simply be capable of describing the global dynamics of the actuator detailed in the previous section. For
comparison with measurements it must be possible to simulate at least a few hundred milliseconds. Two
modelling approaches will be described in the following: a finite element model and a discrete lumped
parameter model with visco-elastic Kelvin–Voigt elements.

3.1. Finite element model

The finite element method is widely used for the design of piezoelectric actuators. Many commercial finite
element codes allow simulation of electrical–mechanical coupling necessary for emulation of piezoelectric
material behaviour. For actuator design mainly linear modal analyses are used to determine eigenfrequencies
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Fig. 5. Contact force between drill stem and surface: (a) only self-weight, (b) 3N downforce, (c) 6N downforce, (d) 9N downforce.
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and modes of vibration. In general the finite element method is an excellent technique for analysis of a specific
actuator design. Since the modelling effort is usually very high the typical procedure is to use simple models
for a coarse dimensioning and afterwards the finite element method for verification or further detailing.

Most applications of piezoelectric actuators are based upon contact processes, for example ultrasonic
motors. Contact modelling is always the bottleneck because no standard modelling technique has been
established. The benefit of finite element modelling has been proven especially in transducer design [8] but
using finite elements for simulation of a complete actuator including contact remains the exception. When
finite elements are used for impact problems typically simple setups like impact of spheres against rods [9] or
half-spaces [10] are investigated. The approach in this work is to investigate if the finite element method is able
to reproduce the global dynamics of the considered actuator. The transient calculation method is examined
primarily in view of basic applicability. For the calculations presented here the ANSYS 10.0 implicit finite
element program was used. Most commercial explicit codes like ABAQUS/Explicit or LS-DYNA are not
capable of piezoelectric field coupling simulation. Though piezoelectric actuators are not the principle
application of explicit codes, a few works demonstrate the applicability, e.g. Ref. [11]. Due to the absence of
piezoelectric elements the vibration excitation has been realized via thermal excitation, which is an alternative
method of using field coupling in the finite element method. Compared to the more obvious possibility of
vibration excitation via a sinusoidal external force, thermal excitation has the advantage that the direction of
the resulting strains needs not to be known beforehand.
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3.1.1. Full transient method

Extensive treatment of the theory of the finite element method will not be presented here since many
excellent sources of data regarding this technique may be found in literature. To solve the equation of a
dynamic FE system

M€un þ C_un þ Kun ¼ Fa
n (1)

implicit algorithms use an iterative time-stepping method to compute the displacement:

unþ1 ¼ f ð_unþ1; €unþ1; un; _un; €un; . . .Þ, (2)

where M represents the global mass matrix, C is the global damping matrix, K is the global stiffness matrix,
the vector un and its derivatives with respect to time _un and €un represent nodal displacement, velocity and
acceleration at time tn. F

a
n is the vector of applied external loading at time tn. The so-called full transient

method uses the full system matrices in order to calculate the system response. The full method is the most
powerful method since all kinds of nonlinearity can be included: nonlinearities in boundary conditions
(contact), nonlinearities in material (plasticity, nonlinear viscosity) and geometric nonlinearities (large
displacements). The actual model includes nonlinearities in boundary conditions and geometry. The material
behaviour is modelled as pure elastic.

Fig. 6 shows a cut-out of the used finite element mesh. A 2D-axisymmetric model is used since unsymmetries of
the actuator are negligible. The surfaces of ball, transducer tip and top of the drill stem are covered with contact
element layers. A third contact is modelled between the bottom of the drill stem and the surface. The solid elements
are high-order elements with 8 nodes as these elements cause less convergence problems than the low-order
elements with 4 nodes. However, computation time increases because calculation effort in implicit algorithms is
approximately proportional to n2, where n is the number of degrees of freedom in the model. The total number of
nodes used is 1844, the total number of elements is 504. Apart from the contact areas the mesh is rather coarse in
order to save computation time. Since wave propagation or stresses at specific locations are not in the focus of this
work directives for proper spatial discretization mentioned for example in Ref. [12] are not followed strictly for the
advantage of faster computation. As contact algorithm the penalty method is used, where springs are added
between overlapping nodes to generate the contact force. For realistic results it is necessary that in each contact
phase a couple of nodes come into contact. This is achieved by a slight flattening of the ball at contact zones and by
a mesh refinement in the areas of interest, see Fig. 6. The piezoelectric stack of the transducer is voltage excited.
Damping is applied as material damping bj for each material separately and as an additional stiffness proportional
parameter b of global rayleigh damping. The damping matrix C has the following form:

C ¼ aMþ bKþ
XNMAT

j¼1

bjKj, (3)
Fig. 6. Finite element mesh used in the full transient analysis.
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where a is the mass proportional rayleigh damping parameter representing damping of the rigid body motion
(a ¼ 0 was used in this application), NMAT is the number of different materials and Kj is the portion of structure
stiffness matrix based on material j. Numerical values for the material damping parameter bj are calculated by

bj ¼
1

oQmj

, (4)

where o ¼ 2pf is the eigen angular frequency in Hz and Qmj
is the mechanical quality factor of the specific

material j taken from literature (Qm ¼ 1000 for steel, Qm ¼ 400 for piezo). The rayleigh damping parameter
b ¼ 8� 10�9 s was adapted to achieve good agreement to measurements.

Dependant on the applied damping the transient behaviour before the transducer reaches its steady state
can take several milliseconds. In order to reduce computation time a method was developed that allows the
transient calculation starting in the steady state. To achieve this first a modal analysis is carried out. The
calculated eigenfrequency is used afterwards in a harmonic analysis which computes the vibration amplitude
in the steady state for excitation with a voltage of 1V at the given eigenfrequency. The amplitude is used to
calculate a scaling factor for excitation voltage which will make the transducer vibrate with the desired
amplitude. Besides the displacement results of the harmonic analysis are applied to the model as initial
conditions. Compared to the multitude of transient load steps necessary for reaching the steady state the effort
for a single modal analysis and a single harmonic analysis is negligible.

Numerical convergence problems often arise during change in contact state. Primarily in the change from
non-contact to contact. During these time periods small time steps are required. For a free sinusoidal vibration
without contact 20 time steps per cycle are sufficient. During closed contact at least 20 time steps should be
computed. An automatic time stepping algorithm has been implemented which distinguishes each load step
between open or closed contact and if the contact status will change during the next time period or not. For
the considered model this results in a time step of 2:5� 10�6 s for non-contact, 8:3� 10�7 s for contact and
2:5� 10�8 s for the period in which contact status changes.

Despite the efforts in time step adaption convergence problems could not be avoided completely.
Calculation results are shown in Fig. 7. In the beginning the contacts are open. All three parts start with a
distance of 50mm and fall down due to gravity. The extensive overlapping in displacements especially between
5 and 8ms results from contact stiffness being too low. However, after roughly 31 000 load steps and
approximately 20ms simulated time the calculation terminated because of convergence problems.
Computation time on a usual personal computer (AMDX2 4200þ, 2.2GHz) was approximately 7 h (1300 s
per simulated millisecond). Though the contact stiffness was too low, the result looks reasonable. Primarily
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Fig. 7. Displacement results for full transient calculation. � � � � � � transducer tip, ——– free mass, – – – – drill stem.
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due to the extreme computation time and secondarily due to convergence problems it has been judged as
senseless to make further efforts in parameter adaption or elongation of simulated time.

3.1.2. Reduced transient method

The ANSYS program offers the possibility of carrying out a so-called reduced transient analysis which
allows condensation of the model size by application of master degrees of freedom and reduced matrices. After
displacements of the master degrees of freedom have been calculated the solution can be expanded to all
original degrees of freedom. The reduced method is applicable for linear transient calculations. The only
applicable nonlinearity is the simple contact between nodes by means of gap elements. The main advantage of
the reduced method is the fast computation. Main disadvantages are the restriction in nonlinearities
mentioned above and the impossibility to apply element loads which makes emulation of piezoelectric
behaviour unaccessible. Gap elements act as springs if distance between adjacent nodes falls below a defined
gap size. Each of the three contacts in the actuator is provided with a gap element with a specific stiffness.
Damping cannot be applied via gap elements in a reduced analysis. Therefore a global rayleigh damping
formulation is used. Convergence problems do not arise in the reduced transient method. A similar model is
used as in the full method except for the fact that the mesh is not refined near contact areas, see Fig. 8.

Low-order elements with 4 nodes are used. The whole model consists of 237 nodes and 135 elements. Since
piezoelectrically excited ceramics cannot be simulated a force excitation is chosen. The force is adapted to
result in the same vibration amplitude as the voltage excitement does.

Results for different downforces are given in Fig. 9. An irregular motion similar to the measurements is
observed. The maximum flying heights of the transducer are in good agreement to measurements. It must be
taken into account that for reasons of clarity only 200ms are shown in all diagrams. Higher maximum
displacements may occur in calculations and measurements as well. However, the fundamental behaviour
remains the same. The drastic reduction of computation time—approximately 6 s per simulated millisecond—
makes adapted time steps dispensable.

3.2. Discrete model

The models described in the previous section allow parameter variations only in a limited manner. Therefore
an additional discrete lumped parameter model approach is chosen. The transducer operates at resonance in a
Fig. 8. Finite element mesh used in the reduced transient analysis.
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Fig. 9. Displacement results for reduced transient calculation: (a) only self-weight, (b) 3N downforce, (c) 6N downforce, (d) 9N

downforce. � � � � � � transducer tip, ——– free mass, – – – – drill stem.
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Fig. 10. 1-dof equivalent mechanical model of a piezoelectric actuator near resonance.
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dominant longitudinal vibration mode. For this mode the system can be described with the 1-dof equivalent
mechanical model of a piezoelectric actuator near resonance [13] shown in Fig. 10.

In the equivalent model the mass mm represents the modal mass of the transducer at its resonance frequency,
the spring km represents the modal stiffness and cm is the modal damping. The spring 1=Cp is the equivalent of
the electrical capacitance of the piezoelectric transducer. The damper Rp takes dielectric losses into account. In
most practical cases the dielectric losses can be neglected. The parameters can be identified by measuring the
electrical and the mechanical admittances I=U and v=U , where I and U are current and voltage and v ¼ _x is
the velocity of the transducer tip. A detailed description of the identification process can be found in Ref. [14].
This actuator model has the disadvantage that it represents a free vibrating transducer without rigid body
movement. The measurements in Section 2 demonstrate clearly that modelling of the rigid body motion is of
decisive importance.

In Fig. 11 the piezoelectric actuator model (System I) is extended with a single mass mt (System II). This
mass reflects the self-weight of the transducer. The vibration (coordinate x) is superimposed onto the rigid
body motion (coordinate z). Below the transducer model are single masses representing free mass (System III)
and drill stem (System IV). Each with a spring and a damper in parallel (Kelvin–Voigt model). The surface is
modelled by a spring–damper system fixed to the environment (System V). Gravitational forces are applied to
each system except for System I. The equations of motion for systems I–IV are as follows:

mm €xþ cm _xþ kmx ¼ F c1 � Fa � aU , (5)

mt €z ¼ Fc1 � F a �mtg, (6)

mf €w ¼ �Fc1 þ F c2 �mf g, (7)
mm

km cm

1  

U

Fa Fc1

1/Cp

mf

Fc1

Fc1
kf cf

x

x+z

ws

w
Fc2 mfg

md

Fc2
kd cd vs

s

Fc3 mdg

ku cu

Fc3
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Fa

z
Fc1 mtg

v

g

g

g

Fig. 11. Mechanical model of the drill with spring–damper systems as contact layers.
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md €v ¼ �Fc2 þ F c3 �mdg. (8)

For closed contact the resulting contact forces are calculated by

F c1 ¼ cf D _wþ kf Dw, (9)

Fc2 ¼ cdD_vþ kdDv, (10)

Fc3 ¼ cu _vþ kuv, (11)

where Dw and Dv denote

Dw ¼ w� ws and Dv ¼ v� vs. (12)

Besides the following coordinates are set when contact is closed:

ws � xþ z, (13)

vs � w, (14)

s � v. (15)
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Fig. 12. Displacement results for discrete model: (a) only self-weight, (b) 3N downforce, (c) 6N downforce, (d) 9N downforce. � � � � � �

transducer tip (coordinate xþ s), ——– free mass (coordinate ws), – – – – drill stem (coordinate vs).
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For open contact the corresponding forces are set to zero: Fc1 � 0 and/or F c2 � 0 and/or F c3 � 0. The
equation for the surface coordinate s is

cu _sþ kus ¼ 0. (16)

The transition from open to closed contact is determined by the coordinates xþ z and ws, w and vs as well as v

and s. The transition from closed to open contact is identified by a negative or zero contact force. The model is
implemented in Matlab/Simulink. A variable time step size is chosen which is set to be between 4:8� 10�7 s
and 9:5� 10�9 s.

Fig. 12 shows the computed displacements of the discrete model. It turns out that result in similarly good
quality can be achieved as in the reduced finite element method. Due to the three spring-damper systems the
possibility for parameter adaption to measurements is better than in the reduced finite element method. Less
computation time (2.6 s per simulated millisecond) is another advantage of the discrete model.

4. Conclusions

Two model approaches have been investigated. The full transient finite element method is difficult to handle
because working solution parameters must be found. The convergence problem and the extremely long
computation time make this method even more troublesome to use. Reduced finite elements with gap elements
and the discrete model are promising model approaches with bearable expense in modelling and computation
time. The discrete modelling approach also gives good results. In order to quantify the accuracy of model
predictions currently steps are underway to apply statistical methods. Next steps will aim at more accurate
parameter identification in simplified experiments and model verification. A subsequent study of the influence
of different actuator parameters, e.g. vibration amplitude, vibration frequency and weight of the free mass,
will give insights into the optimization potential of drilling device.

Though the discrete model comes with less effort in modelling and shorter computation time the finite
element method still has its benefits, e.g. inclusion of wave propagation without additional modelling effort.
Concerning the finite element method explicit solution techniques may be worth to be taken into account
because of their fastness and numerical robustness. A mixed approach with rigid bodies and a modal Galerkin
formulation for the transducer has already been begun.
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